HKIDA's new vision

Heading towards Hong Kong Interior Design Association (HKIDA)'s 20th anniversary, HKIDA revamps herself with a new logo, which reflects the unique identity of HKIDA as the only professional interior design organisation in Hong Kong and projects the young and energetic image of HKIDA through the use of vibrant shade and color.

Asian Interior Design Symposium

2-3 Dec 2010
HKIDA Convention and Exhibition Centre (HCEC), Hong Kong

The Asian Interior Design Symposium was a huge success with 96 industry and trade delegates and over 90 interior design students in attendance. Speakers include Mr. Francis Surjaseputra, member of the Interior Designers Association of Indonesia; Mr. Ronnie Choong, Past President of the Malaysian Society of Interior Designers; Mr. Su Dan, Head of Department of Environmental Art Design at Tsinghua University; Ms. Hyunie Cho, Board Member, Korean Society of Interior Designers; Mr. Naoki Iijima, President of the Japanese Commercial Environment Designers Association as well as Mr. Horace Pan, Chairman of Hong Kong Interior Design Association.

East Gathering

HKIDA co-ordinated a cross-cultural event “East Gathering”. Spatial design professionals from Hong Kong, Tokyo and Seoul gathered in Hong Kong to present a series of design events, including forums, workshops and exhibitions.

Tri-city Forum

3 Dec 2010
HKIDA had the honor to invite William Lim (HK), Ziggy Koo (HK), Nosigner (Japan), Yukio Hashimoto (Japan), Bae Daeyong (Korea) and Kim Paiksun (Korea) to exchange ideas on spatial expressions, pondering how culture affects design and shapes a city.

Student Workshop

2 Dec 2010
Victoria Prison Compound, Hong Kong

Japanese and Korean designers led around 30 Hong Kong interior design students, exploring the relationship between light and city, showcasing the unique lightscape in our living metropolis.

Tri-city Exhibition

26 Nov to 12 Dec 2010
Victoria Prison Compound, Hong Kong

In Hong Kong’s historic monument of Victoria Prison Compound, HKIDA held a multi-media exhibition showcasing winning awards from Hong Kong, Japan and Korea. The exhibition displayed professional designs from different regions.

Inno Design Tech Expo

2 Dec 2010
HKIDA joined Inno Design Tech Expo (IDT Expo) to introduce our activities and core tasks to worldwide traders. Member’s works and award-winning projects were showcased at the Expo to promote design of excellence.

HKIDA Members Directory 2010/11 launched

The inclusive collection of HKIDA member projects and contact information, HKIDA Members Directory is released. It lets you have an overview of HKIDA’s events and activities. A complimentary copy is delivered to our members to express our heartfelt appreciation of your support to HKIDA. Members can also take advantage of our special offer to obtain more copies of the publication at a reduced price of HK$80 (original price at HK$138) on or before 24 Dec 2010. Place your order at admin@hkida.com

MAISON&OBJET - the show for home-fashion

21-25 January 2011
Parc des Expositions, Paris-Nord Villepinte, France

MAISON&OBJET showcases the world renowned reference of decoration - creation and a mosaic of trends – from tableware, home textiles, art objects, home accessories to the whole perspective of interior design. Members of HKIDA will enjoy free entry registration to this well-known world of deluxe art of living! (Original full price at €58). Please visit www.maison-objet.com or email at hongkong@promosalons.com for more details.

MASON&OBJET - the show for furniture-fashions

21-25 January 2011
Parc des Expositions, Paris-Nord Villepinte, France

MAISON&OBJET showcases the world renowned reference of decoration – creation and a mosaic of trends – from tabletop, home textiles, art objects, home accessories to the whole perspective of interior design. Members of HKIDA will enjoy free entry registration to this well-known world of deluxe art of living! (Original full price at €58). Please visit www.maison-objet.com or email at hongkong@promosalons.com for more details.